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Meetings and discussions in Altare
A journey through the museums of Europe
L’ARTE DEL VETRO E DINTORNI

True as it may be that the
mission of ISVAV is the
conservation and promotion of
its heritage, ISVAV also intends
to play an active role in the
world of glass by becoming
a place where glass masters
and artists are eager to meet.
Such attitude has inspired two
events that have been drawing
professionals, supporters or
simply interested people to
Altare.
In fact, this will be the fourth
edition of AltareVetroDesign
and AltareVetroArte that will
take place from September
2014 to January 2015.
So far, designers have found
inspiration in the Altare
glassmaking tradition and
artists have experimented with
glass, i.e. an unusual medium
for them. Among the people
who met and worked here,
we can number artists and
designers of the calibre of
Patrizia Scarzella, who in 2011
re-interpreted “stanga vases”
and suggested glass petals as
table decorations, Enrico D:
Bona, who with EDBstudio
designed Altarina, i.e. a led
bedtable lamp, and Arcubaleni,
i.e. small cubes with multiple
functions, and the GUM , i.e.
Laura Fieschi and Gabriele
Pard, who in 2013 created
Monofono, i.e. a curious sound
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amplifier, and Sorsino, a onegulp glass inspired by Altare
tradition. The section devoted
to Art has been providing
artists of international level
with the opportunity of
expressing themselves in the
field of molten glass.
In 2011 Luciano Fiannacca,
Enzo L’Acqua and Renza
Sciutto. In 2012 Annamaria
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Gelmi, Fukushi Ito e Carlo
Nangeroni. In 2013, Enzo
Esposito, Graziano Marini e
Juan Segura.
Both AltareVetroDesign and
AltareVetroArte have proved
popular with the local and
national press and have
drawn many visitors to the
Museum. Many people also
came because of another
ISVAV event, i.e. the Altare
Glass Fest.
Started in 2012, so far it
has seen the participation,
besides Gino Bormioli and
Elio Bormioli – central figures
for the Museum furnace – of
Italian and foreign masters
who have expressed their
artistry in the grounds of Villa
Rosa.
Each one of them has
contributed their technique,
tradition and sensitivity
has always surprised and
enchanted the public.
In the past, the masters from
Altare spread their knowledge
all over the world and now
from many places all over the
world many glassmakers reach
Altare and inject a new vitality
to the Museum and its small
furnace.

A WORLD
CUP

T

he World Football
Championship is
going to be held in
Brazil in June and a
mouth-blown and engraved
‘30s cup brings us back to the
time when the Italian team,
coached by Vittorio Pozzo, won
the World Cup in Rome (1934)
and in Paris (1938) and won
the gold medal at the Berlin
Olympics in 1936.
A transparent object, engraved
with two football players
and fascist fasces at the top,
ordered by the Associazione
Federale Calcio of Venice in
1939.
Gulgielmo Barbini, Luigi
Toso and the decorators
Giuseppe D’Alpaos and Gino
Francesconi created it in 1923.
It can now be admired at the
Wolfsoniana in Genoa.
They worked in the engraving
department of the Franchetti
crystal factory.
Gulgielmo Barbini went on
to create SALIR, i.e. Studio
Ars Labor Industrie Unite, and
later worked in Murano with
artists and designers such as
Dino Martens, Franz Pelzel and

Guiso Balsamo Stella.
As from 1927 Barbini, whose
style was characterised by
classical forms and a déco
iconography, worked as an
engraver in the workshop of
his brother Nicolò Barbini,
which was later to be called
Artigianato Artistico Veneziano.
After his participation in the
XVII Biennale d’Arte in Venice
in 1930, in 1936, he left SALIR
to start his own engraving
workshop, i.e. “Barbini

Guglielmo”.
For a long time he worked and
engraved glasses for Nason
& Moretti and specialised in
engraving wall mirrors and
crystal parts for furniture.

Matteo Fochessati
Conservatore Wolfsoniana

MUSEUMS
COLLABORATING

Museums of the
Sforzesco Castle
Milan
The collections of applied
art are just a section of the
Sforzesco Museums in Milan.
However, they contain a
collection of about 500 glass
pieces including pieces from
Murano and Bohemia.
Worth mentioning are the
blown glasses from Murano
between the end of XV
and late XVIII Centuries,
originally in the collection of
the nobleman Malachia de
Cristoforis in 1876.
Also worth mentioning is a
group of XX Century pieces
manufactured in the Murano
and Venice workshops as
well as some items that
were exhibited in the Monza
Biennali and the Milan
Triennali in the ‘20s and ‘30s.
An extremely rare Sforzesco
chalice, i.e. a crystalline piece
with Ludovico il Moro’s coats
of arms, occupies a special
place and dates back to the
end of XV Century.
Also special is the Gonzaga
cup, in crystalline glass,
decorated with the coats of
arms of the Gonzaga family
dating back to the beginning
of XVI Century.
The decoration of both pieces
is enamel.

Francesca Tasso
Curator, responsible for the
Art Collection

Palazzo Madama
Museo Civico
d’Arte Antica
Torino
Il Museo Civico d’Arte Antica
di Torino was founded in
1863 as a museum of art and
industry following the style
of the Victoria and Albert
Museum. Though it started as
a museum of applied arts, it
slowly widened its collections
to include local sculptures
and paintings with a special
attention to the so-called
primitive painters from
Piedmont. Since 1933, it has
had its home in the Palazzo
Madama, an icon building
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of Turin. It contains what is
left of the Porta Decumana
(I Century AD), the medieval
walls of the Porta Fibellona
(XIV-XV Centuries), the façade
and grand staircase by Filippo
Jiuvarra (17188-21). The
Museum, reopened in 2006
after a demanding restoration
and reorganisation of the
collections, provides a home
to about 65000 exhibits.
Archaeological glass pieces
from III to VII Centuries from
digs in the Middle East,
especially Egypt and Syria,
can be admired here. Quite a
few of them come from the
collection of Riccardo Gualino
(1870-1964) and were later
acquired by the museum in
1933. It also has several XVIII
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Century pieces of porcelain
glass, an extremely rare
collection of gold decorated,
engraved and painted glass
pieces donated by Emanuele
Taparelli d’Azeglio in 1890,
ambassador in London and
then director of the Civic
Museum of Turin, several
medieval and Renaissance
glass windows, most of them
local. Among these exhibits,
the only piece from Altare is
an inkpot in white glass with
four spouts, dated by Luigi
Mallé to XVII Century and
acquired in 1878.
For further information:
www.palazzomadamatorino.it
Simonetta Castronovo
Curator Decorative Arts
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